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Weak decays of ¯Bs mesons
C. Albertus
Departamento de Fı´sica Ato´mica, Molecular y Nuclear. Universidad de Granada.
Avenida de Fuentenueva S/N, E-18071 Granada, Spain
In the present work we study the semileptonic decays of ¯Bs mesons in the context of nonrelativistic con-
stituent quark models. We estimate the uncertainties of our calculation using different interquark potentials to
obtain the meson wave functions. We check the results from our model against the predictions of Heavy Quark
Symmetry, in the limit of infinite heavy quark mass. We also study the nonleptonic decays of ¯Bs mesons within
the factorization approximation.
2I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first claims on the existence of Bs and ¯Bs, both their lifetimes, decay modes [1–12] and oscillations [13–19] have
been objectives of the uttermost interest of experimental collaborations. Being below the B−K threshold, it can only decay by
means of mechanisms governed by electroweak currents, making it an ideal system to study the physics of the weak interaction
in the presence of heavy quarks.
A considerable amount of the work devoted to the b-meson sector involve the ideas of Heavy Quark Symmetry [20, 21]
(HQS). HQS is an approximate symmetry of QCD that becomes exact in the limit in which the mass of the heavy quark becomes
infinity. This symmetry establishes that in such a limit, the quantum numbers of the light degrees of freedom are all well defined,
and independent of the heavy quark flavor and spin. This is similar, for instance, to what happens in atomic physics, where
electron properties are approximately independent of the mass and spin of the nucleus for a fixed nuclear charge. Heavy Quark
Symmetry can be cast into the language of an effective theory, leading to Heavy Quark Effective Theory [22] (HQET). HQET
enables a systematic, order by order evaluation of the corrections to the infinity mass limit in the inverse powers of the heavy
quark masses. Besides, HQET allows theoretical control of the non-perturbative aspects of the calculation in the proximities of
the infinite quark mass limit. At leading order in an expansion on the heavy quark mass only one form factor, the Isgur-Wise
function remains, largely simplifying the description of the decay. However, HQS does not determine the Isgur-Wise function:
one still needs to implement some other nonperturbative method.
HQS leads to many more model independent predictions. The most remarkable of those for the meson sector, is the fact that
the masses of pseudoscalar and vector mesons are degenerate in the heavy quark limit. Nonrelativistic quark models fulfil this
constrain: the reduced mass of the two quarks is just the mass of the light one, and the spin-spin terms, which can distinguish
vector from pseudoscalar, are suppressed by the mass of the heavy quark, becoming exactly zero in the HQS limit. At this point,
one important question is to what extent do the deviations from the HQS limit, evaluated from nonrelativistic quark models
agree with the constraints predicted by HQET. Furthermore, it is possible to make use of the HQET constrains to improve
the predictions of the quark models. In the previous work of Ref. [23], we studied the leptonic and semileptonic decays of B
mesons, and considered the implications of HQS. The nonleptonic and semileptonic decay of Bc mesons (where presence of two
heavy quarks leads to infrared divergences that break the flavor symmetry, and subsequently only Heavy Quark Spin Symmetry
remains), has been considered in Ref. [24]. In Refs. [25–27] we calculated the semileptonic decay widths of baryons containing
one or two heavy quarks, and worked out the symmetry implications on the observables.
Some of the decay modes of Bs or ¯Bs mesons have been studied within the framework of relativistic constituent quark model
[28, 29], perturbative QCD [30, 31], Bethe-Salpeter techniques [32], light front quark model [33], sum rules [34–36] or non
relativistic constituent quark model [37] for instance. In this paper we study the semileptonic and nonleptonic decay of ¯Bs in
the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe
the meson states for the different values of JP and the quark models used in this work. In Sec. III we give the form factor
decomposition of the weak decay matrix elements and calculate the decay width, both for light (e,µ) and heavy (τ) charged
lepton. We also work in the helicity formalism [38]. Besides, we study the implications of HQS in these decays. In Sec. V
the problem of nonleptonic two meson decays of Bs is studied. The meson decay constants required in Sec. V and the CKM
matrix elements used both in Secs. III and V can be found in Tables II, respectively, while the different Ds states considered in
the semileptonic and some nonleptonic decays studied in this paper and their quantum numbers are summarized in Table I. For
the D1s (2460) and D1s (2536) states, we assume that they are mixing of 3P1 and 1P1 cs¯ states, with a mixing angle of 34.5◦, as in
Ref. [28]. In Sec. VII we present a summary and our conclusions. The paper also includes an Appendix to clarify some technical
details of our work.
Mass (MeV)
¯Bs(0−) 5366.77 [39]
D+s (0−) 1968.49 [39]
D∗+s0 (2317)(0
+) 2317.8 [39]
D∗+s (1−) 2112.3 [39]
Ds1(2460) 2459.6 [39]
Ds1(2536) 2535.12 [39]
cs¯(2−) 2806.9
Ds2(2573)+(2+) 2571.9 [39]
TABLE I. Masses of the states involved in this calculation.
3II. MESON STATES AND INTERQUARK INTERACTIONS
In the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark models, the state of a meson M is written as [40]:∣∣∣M;λ~P〉
NR
=
∫
d3 p ∑
α1α2
ˆφ(M,λ)α1α2 (~p)
(−1)(1/2)−s2
(2pi)3/2
√
(2E f1(~p1))(2E f2(~p2))
×
∣∣∣q,α1~p1 = m f1
m f1 +m f2
~P−~p
〉∣∣∣q¯,α2~p2 = m f2
m f1 +m f2
~P+~p
〉
,
(1)
where ~P is the meson three momentum, while λ labels the spin projection in the meson center of mass. The index αi represent the
quantum numbers of spin, flavor and color of the quark and the antiquark, with four momentum and mass given by (E fi(~pi),~pi)
and m fi respectively. The factor (−1)1/2−s2 ensures that the antiquark spin states have the correct phase 1.
The normalization of quark and antiquark states is〈
α′~p ′|α~p〉= 2E f δα′αδ3(~p−~p ′)(2pi)3 (2)
As for the momentum wave function accounting for the relative motion of the quark-antiquark system, the normalization is given
by ∫
d3 p ∑
α1α2
(ˆφM,λ′α1α2(~p))∗ ˆφM,λα1α2(~p) = δλλ′ , (3)
and finally, the normalization of the meson states in our model is
NR
〈
Mλ′~P′|Mλ~P
〉
NR
= δλλ′(2pi)3δ(~P′−~P). (4)
In this calculation we will need the ground state wave function for scalar (0+), pseudoscalar (0−), vector (1−), axial-vector (1+),
tensor (2+) and pseudotensor (2−). Assuming always a value for the orbital angular momentum as low as possible, we have for
a meson M with scalar, pseudoscalar and vector quantum numbers
ˆφ(M(0+))α1,α2 (~p ) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(0
+))
(s1, f1),(s2, f2)(~p) =
i√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(0
+))
f1, f2 (|~p |)∑
m
(1/2,1/2,1;s1,s2,−m)(1,1,0;m,−m,0)Y1m(pˆ)
ˆφ(M(0−))α1,α2 (~p ) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(0
−))
(s1, f1),(s2, f2)(~p) =
−i√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(0
−))
f1, f2 (|~p |)(1/2,1/2,0;s1,s2,0)Y00(pˆ)
ˆφ(M(1−),λ)α1,α2 (~p ) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
−),λ)
(s1, f1),(s2, f2)(~p) =
−1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
−))
f1, f2 (|~p |)(1/2,1/2,1;s1,s2,0)Y00(pˆ), (5)
where ( j1, j2, j3,m1,m2,m3) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, Ylm are spherical harmonics and ˆφ f1, f2(|~p |) is the Fourier trans-
form of the radial, coordinate space, wave function.
Axial vector mesons require orbital angular momentum L = 1, and in this case the two possible values of the total quark-
antiquark spin Sqq¯ = 0,1 are allowed. Thus, there are two possible states:
ˆφ(M(1+),Sqq¯=0,λ)α1,α2 (~p) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
+),Sqq¯=0,λ)
(s1, f1),(s2, f2) (~p) =
−1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
+),Sqq¯=0)
f1, f2 (|~p |)(1/2,1/2,0;s1,s2,0)Y1λ(pˆ)
ˆφ(M(1+),Sqq¯=1,λ)α1,α2 (~p) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
+),Sqq¯=1,λ)
(s1, f1),(s2, f2) (~p)
=
−1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(1
+),Sqq¯=1)
f1, f2 (|~p |)∑
m
(1/2,1/2,1;s1,s2,λ−m)(1,1,1;m,λ−m,λ)Y1m(pˆ). (6)
fpi fρ fK fK∗ fD fD∗† fDs fD∗s † fΦ† fJ/Ψ† |Vcb| |Vud | |Vus| |Vcs| |Vcd |
130.41 210 159.8 217 206.7 222 260 318 312.6 488.5 0.0413 0.9743 0.2240 0.9734 0.2252
TABLE II. Values for the meson decay constants in MeV and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements used through this work. The
decay constants marked with a † have been calculated using our model.
1 Under charge conjugation C, quark and antiquark states are related via Cc†αC † = (−1)1/2−sd†α(~p), so the antiquark states with the correct spin relative phase
are (−1)1/2−sd†α(~p) |0〉= (−1)1/2−s |q¯,α~p〉
4For tensor and pseudotensor mesons, the wave functions can be written as:
ˆφ(M(D∗s2),λ)α1,α2 (~p) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(D
∗
s2),λ)
(s1, f1),(s2, f2)(~p)
=
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(D
∗
s2))
f1, f2 (|~p |)∑
m
(1/2,1/2,1;s1,s2,λ−m)(1,1,2;m,λ−m,λ)Y1m(pˆ)
ˆφ(M(2−),λ)α1,α2 (~p) =
1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(2
−),λ)
(s1, f1),(s2, f2)(~p)
=
−1√
3
δc1c2 ˆφ(M(2
−))
f1, f2 (|~p |)∑
m
(1/2,1/2,1;s1,s2,λ−m)(2,1,2;m,λ−m,λ)Y2m(pˆ) (7)
In the previous expressions, all phases have been introduced for later convenience.
We consider five different interquark potentials to calculate the coordinate space wave functions, one proposed by Bhadury
[41] and other four proposed by Silvestre-Brac in [42]. All of them have the same structure: a term accounting for confinement,
plus Coulomb and hyperfine terms both of them coming from one-gluon exchange. They differ from one another in the form
factors present in the hyperfine term, the power of the confinement term, or the presence of a form factor in the Coulomb
one-gluon exchange term. All free parameters have been adjusted to reproduce light and heavy-light meson spectra. We have
successfully used these potentials before to describe the spectra and decays of charmed and bottom baryons.
The different results obtained with the different potentials provide us with an estimation of the theoretical error. It has to be
mentioned that another source of theoretical uncertainty that we cannot account for is the use of nonrelativistic kinematics in the
evaluation of the wave function. While this approximation is not, a priori, a good choice in the presence of light quarks, one has
to notice that all nonrelativistic potentials have free parameters fitted to experimental data. Hence, one can argue that the ignored
relativistic effects are partially included in the fitted values of the parameters.
III. SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS
In this section we will consider the semileptonic decay of ¯Bs mesons into different Ds meson states with 0+, 0−, 1+, 1−, 2+
and 2− spin-parity quantum numbers. These decays correspond to b → c transition at the quark level governed by the current
Jcbµ (0) = JcbVµ(0)− JcbAµ(0) = ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψb(0), (8)
with Ψ f a quark field with flavor f .
A. Form factor decomposition of hadronic matrix elements
The hadronic matrix elements involved in these processes can be parametrized in terms of form factors as:
〈
D+s ,~PDs
∣∣∣Jbcµ (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~P ¯Bs〉= PµF+(q2)+ qµF−(q2)〈
D∗+s ,λ~PD∗s
∣∣∣Jbcµ (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~P ¯Bs〉= −1m
¯Bs +mD∗s
εµναβεν∗(λ)(~Pcs¯)P
αqβV (q2)
− i
{
(m
¯Bs −mD∗s )ε∗(λ)µ(~Pcs¯)A0(q2)−
P · ε∗(λ)(~PD∗s )
m
¯Bs +mD∗s
(PµA+(q2)+ qµA−(q2))
}
〈
D∗+s2 ,λ~PD∗s2
∣∣∣Jbcµ (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~P ¯Bs〉= εµναβενδ∗(λ) (~PD∗s2)PδPαqβT4(q2)
− i
{
ε∗(λ)µδ(~PD∗s2)P
δT1(q2)+PνPδε∗(λ)νδ(~PD∗s2)(PµT2(q
2)+ qµT3(q2))
}
, (9)
where P
¯Bs and Pcs¯ (with cs¯ = Ds,D∗s ,D∗s2) are the meson four-momenta, m ¯Bs and mcs¯ their masses respectively, P = P ¯Bs +Pcs¯,
q = P
¯Bs −Pcs¯. εµναβ is the fully antisymmetric tensor, for which we have taken the convention ε0123 = 1. q2 ranges from
q2min = m
2
l to q
2
max = (P ¯Bs −Pcs¯)2. It is common to use ω = (m2¯Bs −m
2
cs¯− q2)/2m ¯Bsmcs¯ instead of q2, corresponding ωmin = 1 to
5q2max. ε(λ)µ(~P) and ε(λ)µν(~P) are the polarization vector and tensor of vector and tensor mesons, respectively. The latter can be
evaluated as
εµν(λ)(
~P) = ∑
m
(1,1,2;m,λ−m,λ)εµ(λ)(~P)εν(λ−m)(~P). (10)
The different polarization vectors used in this work can be found in the Appendix of Ref. [40].
Meson states in Eq. (9) are normalized as〈
M,λ′~P′|Mλ~P
〉
= δλ′λ2EM(~P)(2pi)3δ(~P−~P′), (11)
where EM(~P) is the energy of the meson M with three momentum ~P. The factor 2EM should be noticed, in contrast with Eq. (4).
For 0+, 1+ and 2− final states the form factor decomposition is the same as for the 0−, 1− and 2+ cases above, where just
−JcbA (0) is contributing instead of JcbV (0) and vice versa.
B. Decays into scalar and pseudoscalar states
In this section we will consider the decay of ¯Bs mesons into pseudoscalar and scalar cs¯ mesons. For ¯Bs → D+s , i. e. (0−)
transitions, the form factors are given by
F+(q2) =
1
m
¯Bs
(
V 0(|~q |)+ V
3(|~q |)
|~q | (EDs(−~q)−mDs)
)
F−(q2) =
1
m
¯Bs
(
V 0(|~q |)+ V
3(|~q |)
|~q | (EDs(−~q)+mDs)
)
(12)
whereas for a transition onto a D∗+s0 (0+) state we have
F+(q2) =
−1
m
¯Bs
(
V 0(|~q |)+ V
3(|~q |)
|~q | (ED∗s0(−~q)−mD∗s0)
)
F−(q2) =
−1
m
¯Bs
(
V 0(|~q |)+ V
3(|~q |)
|~q | (ED∗s0(−~q)+mD∗s0)
)
(13)
where V µ(|~q|) and Aµ(|~q|) (µ = 0,3) are calculated in our model as
V µ(|~q |) =
〈
D+s ,−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsEDs(−~q)NR〈D+s ,−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR
Aµ(|~q |) =
〈
D∗+s0 ,−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsED∗s0(−~q)NR〈D∗+s0 ,−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR (14)
where the expressions for the non-relativistic matrix elements are given in the Appendix. Figure 1 represents the form factors
calculated with the wave functions corresponding to the AL1 potential [42].
C. Decays into vector and axial vector states
In the case of decays of ¯Bs mesons into vector D∗+s the form factors are given by:
V (q2) =
i√
2
m
¯Bs +mD∗s
m
¯Bs |~q |
V 1λ=−1(|~q |)
A+(q2) = i
m
¯Bs +mD∗s
2m
¯Bs
mD∗s
|~q |m
¯Bs
{
−A0λ=0(|~q |)+
m
¯Bs −ED∗s (−~q)
|~q | A
3
λ=0(|~q |)−
√
2
m
¯BsED∗s (−~q)−m2D∗s
|~q |mD∗s
A1λ=−1(|~q |)
}
A−(q2) =−i
m
¯Bs +mD∗s
2m
¯Bs
mD∗s
|~q |m
¯Bs
{
A0λ=0(|~q |)+
m
¯Bs +ED∗s (−~q)
|~q | A
3
λ=0(|~q |)−
√
2
m
¯BsED∗s (−~q)+m2D∗s
|~q |mD∗s
A1λ=−1(|~q |)
}
A0(q2) =−i
√
2 1
m
¯Bs −mD∗s
A1λ=−1(|~q |) (15)
6-F−
F+
¯Bs → D∗s0(2317)
q2 [GeV2]
109876543210
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
-F−
F+
¯Bs → Ds
q2 [GeV2]
121086420
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
FIG. 1. Form factors for the semileptonic decay of Bs mesons into 0− (left panel) or 0+ (right panel) cs¯ states.
with V µλ (|~q |) and A
µ
λ(|~q |) calculated in our model as
V µλ (|~q |) =
〈
D∗+s ,λ−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsED∗s (−~q)NR〈D∗+s ,λ−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR
Aµλ(|~q |) =
〈
D∗+s ,λ−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsED∗s (−~q)NR〈D∗+s ,λ−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR (16)
for which the remaining expressions can be found in the Appendix. The expressions for the axial vectors can be found from
those in Eq. (15), by just replacing
V µλ (|~q |)↔−A
µ
λ(|~q |). (17)
Figures 2 and 3 shows the different form factors corresponding to semileptonic decays into vector and pseudovector states.
These form factors have been calculated with the wave functions derived from the AL1 potential. In Fig 3, the left (right) panel
represents the form factors calculated for semileptonic decays into 1P1 (3P1) states.
D. Decays into tensor and pseudotensor states
For ¯Bs mesons decaying into tensor states, the form factors can be evaluated as
T1(q2) =−i
2mD∗s2
m
¯Bs |~q |
A1T λ=+1(|~q |)
T2(q2) = i
1
2m3
¯Bs
{
−
√
3
2
m2D∗s2
|~q |2 A
0
Tλ=0(|~q |)−
√
3
2
m2D∗s2
|~q |3 (ED∗s2(−~q)−m ¯Bs)A
3
T λ=0(|~q |)+
2mD∗s2
|~q |
(
1−
ED∗s2(−~q)
|~q |2 (ED∗s2(−~q)−m ¯Bs)
)}
T3(q2) = i
1
2m3
¯Bs
{
−
√
3
2
m2D∗s2
|~q |2 A
0
Tλ=0(|~q |)−
√
3
2
m2D∗s2
|~q |3 (ED∗s2(−~q)+m ¯Bs)A
3
T λ=0(|~q |)+
2mD∗s2
|~q |
(
1− ED
∗
s2
(−~q)
|~q |2 (ED∗s2(−~q)+m ¯Bs)
)}
T4(q2) = i
mD∗s2
m2
¯Bs
|~q |2 A
1
Tλ=+1(|~q |) (18)
7A−
A+
A0
V
¯Bs → D∗s
q2 [GeV2]
121086420
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
FIG. 2. Form factors for the decay of Bs mesons into vector D∗s states.
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FIG. 3. Form factors for the decay of BS mesons into cs¯,JP = 1+,S = 0 (left panel) and cs¯,JP = 1+,S = 1 (right panel) states.
with V µT λ(|~q |) and A
µ
T λ(|~q |) calculated in our model as
V µT λ(|~q |) =
〈
D∗+s2 ,λ−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsED∗s2(−~q)NR〈D∗+s2 ,λ−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µV (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR
AµT λ(|~q |) =
〈
D∗+s2 ,λ−|~q |~k
∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉=√4m ¯BsED∗s2(−~q)NR〈D∗+s2 ,λ−|~q |~k ∣∣∣Jcb µA (0)∣∣∣ ¯Bs,~0〉NR (19)
for which the remaining expressions can be found in the Appendix. Again, the form factor corresponding to a decay into a
pseudotensor state can be obtained from those above, just replacing
V µTλ(|~q |)↔−A
µ
Tλ(|~q |). (20)
8In Figure 4 we have represented the form factors corresponding to decays into tensor and pseudotensor states, with the wave
functions of the AL1 potential.
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FIG. 4. Form factors for the decay of Bs mesons into tensor (left panel) and pseudotensor (right panel) cs¯ states.
E. Decay width
Let us consider the double differential decay width with respect to q2 and the cosine, xl , of the angle between the final meson
momentum and the momentum of the final charged lepton, the latter measured in the lepton-neutrino center of mass frame
(CMF). For a ¯Bs at rest, this differential decay width results to be
d2Γ
dxldq2
=
G2F
64m2
¯Bs
|Vbc|2
8pi3
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2m
¯Bs
q2−m2l
q2
Hαβ(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)L
αβ(pl , pν), (21)
where GF = 1.16637(1)× 10−5GeV−2 [39] is the Fermi constant, λ(a,b,c) = (a+ b− c)2− 4ab, ml is the mass of the charged
lepton, H and L are the hadron and lepton tensors, and P
¯Bs , Pcs¯, pl and pν are the meson and lepton four momenta.
The lepton tensor is
Lαβ(pl , pν) = 8(pαl p
β
ν + p
β
l p
α
ν − gαβpl · pν∓ iεαβσρ plσ pνρ) (22)
where, in the last term, the minus (plus) sign corresponds to a decay into l− ¯νl (l+νl). The hadron tensor is given by
Hαβ = ∑
λ
h(λ)α(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)h
(∗)
(λ)β(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) (23)
where
h(λ)α(P ¯Bs,Pcs¯) =
〈
cs¯,λ~Pcs¯
∣∣∣Jcbα ∣∣∣ ¯Bs~P ¯Bs〉 . (24)
is just the corresponding matrix element of the b → c V-A weak current given in Eq. 8.
To evaluate the scalar
Hαβ(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)L
αβ(pl , pν) (25)
9we choose ~Pcs¯ to be along the negative z−axis, which involves that the lepton CMF moves along the positive z−axis.
To proceed with the calculation we shall follow [38] and introduce the helicity components for the hadron and lepton tensor
and rewrite the scalar of the expression of Eq. (25) as
Hαβ(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)L
αβ(pl , pν) = H σρ(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)gσαgβρL
αβ(pl , pν) (26)
where [43]
gµν = ∑
r=t,±1,0
grrε(r)µ(q)grrε
(∗)
(r)ν(q)
gtt = 1, g±1,0 =−1 (27)
with εµ(t)(q) = q
µ/q2 and ε(r)(q), r = ±1,0 are the polarization vector for an on-shell particle with four momentum q and
polarization r.
We shall define the helicity components of the hadron and lepton tensors as
Hrs(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = ε
∗
(r)σ(q)H
σρ(P
¯Bs,Pcs¯)ε(s)ρ(q)
Lrs(pl , pν) = ε(r)σ(q)Lσρ(pl , pν)ε∗(s)ρ(q). (28)
The contraction of lepton and hadron tensors is, using the expressions above
Hαβ(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)L
αβ(pl , pν) = ∑
r,s=t,±1,0
grrgssHrs(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)Lrs(pl , pν) (29)
We take advantage of the fact that the Wigner rotation relating the original frame and the CMF of the final leptons is the identity.
In the latter, we have
Lrs(pl , pν) = ε(r)α(q)Lαβ(pl , pν)ε(s)β(q) = ε(r)α(q˜)Lαβ(p˜l , p˜ν)ε(s)β(q˜) (30)
where the tilde stands for the momentum measured in the leptons CMF. For evaluation, we take2
p˜αl = (El(|p˜l |), |p˜l |
√
(1− x2l ),0, |p˜l |xl)
p˜αν = (|p˜l |, |p˜l |
√
(1− x2l ),0, |p˜l |xl) (31)
where |p˜l | is the modulus of the lepton three momentum in the leptons CMF. Now let us evaluate the lepton tensor helicity
components that we need.
Ltt(pl , pν) = 4
m2l (q
2−m2)
q2
Lt0(pl , pν) =−4xl
m2l (q
2−m2)
q2
L+1+1(pl , pν) = (q2−m2)
(
4(1± xl)− 2(1− x2l )
(q2−m2)
q2
)
L−1−1(pl , pν) = (q2−m2)
(
4(1∓ xl)− 2(1− x2l )
(q2−m2)
q2
)
L00(pl , pν) = 4(q2−m2)1− xl(q
2−m2)
q2
(32)
As for the hadron tensor, we introduce the helicity amplitudes defined as
h(λ)r(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = ε
∗
(r)αh
α
(λ)(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯), (33)
in terms of which the hadron tensor can be written as
Hrs(P ¯Bs,Pcs¯) = ∑
λ
h(λ)r(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯)h
∗
(λ)s(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) (34)
2 As we have taken the momentum of the final meson in the negative z direction, this is in accordance with the definition of xl .
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The expressions for the helicity amplitudes in the original frame are given as [38, 40]:
• Transitions to scalar states
ht(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =
m2
¯Bs
−m2cs¯√
q2
F+(q2)+
√
q2F−(q2)
h0(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)√
q2
F+(q2)
h+1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = h−1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = 0 (35)
• Transitions to vector states
h(λ)t(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = iδλ0
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2mcs¯
√
q2
(
(m
¯Bs −mcs¯)(A0(q2)−A+(q2))−
q2
m
¯Bs +mcs¯
A−(q2)
)
h(λ)+1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =−iδλ−1
(
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
)
m
¯Bs +mcs¯
V (q2)+ (m
¯Bs −mcs¯)A0(q2)
)
h(λ)−1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =−iδλ+1
(
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
)
m
¯Bs +mcs¯
V (q2)+ (m
¯Bs −mcs¯)A0(q2)
)
h(λ)0(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = iδλ0
(
(m
¯Bs −mcs¯)
m2
¯Bs
− q2−m2cs¯
2mcs¯
√
q2
A0(q2)−
λ(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2mcs¯
√
q2
A+(q2)
m
¯Bs +mcs¯
)
(36)
• Transitions to tensor states
h(λ)t(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =−iδλ0
√
2
3
λ(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
4m2cs¯
√
q2
(
T1(q2)+ (m2
¯Bs −m
2
cs¯)T2(q
2)+ q2T3(q2)
)
h(λ)+1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = iδλ−1
1√
2
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2mcs¯
(
T1(q2)−λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bsm
2
cs¯)T4(q
2)
)
h(λ)−1(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) = iδλ+1
1√
2
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2mcs¯
(
T1(q2)+λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bsm
2
cs¯)T4(q
2)
)
h(λ)0(P ¯Bs ,Pcs¯) =−iδλ0
√
2
3
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
4m2cs¯
√
q2
(
(m2
¯Bs − q
2−mcs¯)T1(q2)+λ(q2,m2
¯Bs ,m
2
cs¯)T2(q
2)
)
(37)
Where we shall remark that the helicity amplitudes, and thus the components of the hadron tensor depend only on q2. We define
the following combinations for further convenience:
HU = H+1+1 +H−1−1
HP = H+1+1−H−1−1
HL = H00; HS = 3Htt ; HSL = Ht0
˜HJ =
m2l
2q2
H ; J =U,L,S,SL (38)
with U , L, P, S and SL representing, respectively, unpolarized-transverse, longitudinal, parity-odd, scalar and scalar-longitudinal
interference.
The double differential decay width can be written in terms of the combination above as
d2Γ
dq2dxl
=
G2F
8pi3 |Vbc|
2 (q
2−m2l )2
12m2
¯Bs
q2
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2m
¯Bs
×
{
3
8 (1+ x
2
l )HU +
3
4
(1− x2l )HL±
3
4
HP +
3
4
(1− x2l ) ˜HU +
3
2
x2l ˜Hl +
1
2
˜HS + 3xl ˜Hsl
}
(39)
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The term HP changes sign for antiparticle decay, in contrast to the rest of the helicity components. This extra sign compensates
the ∓ sign in the lepton tensor, leading to an expression for the double differential decay which is the same for particle or
antiparticle decay.
Finally, we obtain the differential decay width integrating over xl .
dΓ
dq2 =
G2F
8pi3 |Vbc|
2 (q
2−m2l )2
12m2
¯Bs
q2
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2m
¯Bs
{
HU +HL + ˜HU + ˜HL + ˜HS
}
, (40)
from where we obtain the total decay width integrating over q2, that can be written as
Γ = ΓU +ΓL + ˜ΓU + ˜ΓL + ˜ΓS, (41)
with Γ and ΓJ partial helicity widths defined as
ΓJ =
∫
dq2 G
2
F
8pi3 |Vbc|
2 (q
2−m2l )2
12m2
¯Bs
q2
λ1/2(q2,m2
¯Bs
,m2cs¯)
2m
¯Bs
HJ (42)
and similarly for ˜ΓJ in terms of ˜HJ .
The forward-backward asymmetry of the charged leptons, measured in the leptons CMF, which in terms of partial helicity
widths, can be written as
AFB =
Γxl>0−Γxl<0
Γxl>0 +Γxl<0
=
3
4
±ΓP + 4 ˜ΓSL
ΓU +ΓL + ˜ΓU + ˜ΓL + ˜ΓS
(43)
As ΓP changes sign for antiparticle decay, AFB is the same for a negative charged lepton as for a positive.
F. Results
Table III summarizes the values for the total decay widths calculated with our model. We give the semileptonic decay widths
for the different leptons in the final state, in units of 10−15GeV. The central values have been calculated using the AL1 potential
of [42], while the theoretical uncertainties have been estimated by considering other potential models (see Ref. [42]). Table IV
shows the corresponding values for branching fractions.
In Table V we compare with previous results. In Refs. [28] the authors adopt the relativistic quark model. Chen et al. solve
the instantaneous Bethe-Salpeter equation in [32] to estimate the weak transition form factors. In [33] the authors work out the
form factors within the covariant light front quark model. Azizi et al. in [34, 35] and Blasi et al. in [36] apply the sum rules
technique to obtain the form factors and branching fractions. In [37], work within the Constituent Quark Model, as in this work.
In Ref. [44] we studied some of the decays into orbitally excited final Ds states, using the potential model of [45].
The results of this work are in a systematic good agreement with those from the relativistic quark model of [28]. The agreement
is also good with the quark model calculation of [37]. It is worth to mention that our results for decays into orbitally excited final
Ds mesons are in rather good agreement with our previous results from [44], though in that work the potential model that have
been used is much more sophisticated, even enabling the posibility to consider non-qq¯ components for these orbitally excited
states. Our results also compare well to the sum-rules calculation of [34, 35], while the result of [36] is lower by about one half.
The same happens if we compare with the results of [32] or [33].
In Tables VI and VII we give our results for partial helicity widths corresponding to ¯B0s , and the values we obtain for the
forward-backward asymetry, respectively. In Table VI the ”P” column changes sign for B0s decay. As before, the central values
have been evaluated with the AL1 potential.
In the different panels of Figures 5 to 8 we plot the differential decay widths that we obtain for the different JP cs¯ final states,
with e+ or τ+, accounting for the leptons.
G. Heavy Quark Symmetry
In systems with a quark with mass much larger than the QCD scale (ΛQCD), the dynamics of the light degrees of freedom
becomes independent of the heavy quark flavor and spin.
12
¯BS →M′l−ν¯l Γ[10−15GeV]
M′ l = e l = µ l = τ
D+s 10.37+0.15−0.2 10.32
+0.16
−0.10 2.99
+0.01
−0.03
D∗+s0 1.75
+0.03
−0.07 1.74
+0.03
−0.08 0.20
+0.003
−0.003
D∗+s 28.02+0.24−0.48 27.90
+0.86
−0.48 6.86
+0.12
−0.09
D+s1(2460) 2.07−0.09 2.05−0.08 0.17−0.008
D+s1(2536) 1.40−0.07 1.39−0.07 0.12−0.006
cs¯(2−) 4.11−0.56 10−2 4.06−0.64 10−2 9.02−2.39 10−4
D∗+s2 1.97−0.15 1.95−0.14 0.12−0.02
TABLE III. Decay widths in units of 10−15 GeV for semileptonic ¯Bs → cs¯ decays. The central value has been obtained with the AL1 potential.
M′ l = e,µ l = τ
D+s 2.32 0.67
D∗+s0 0.39 0.04
D∗+s 6.26 1.53
D+s1(2460) 0.47 0.04
D+s1(2536) 0.32 0.03
cs¯(2−) 9.2 10−3 2.0 10−4
D∗+s2 0.44 0.03
TABLE IV. Branching fractions for the indicated decay channels, in percentage.
The six form factors involved in the ¯Bs decays into pseudoscalar and vector mesons are related by HQS, which reduces their
evaluation to that of a single function, ξ. In particular, HQS predicts [20, 21]:
h+(ω) = hV (ω) = hA1(ω) = hA3(ω) = ξ(ω)
h−(ω) = hA2(ω) = 0. (44)
The h form factors are just a redefinition of the those above, given by
h±(ω) =
2m
¯Bs√
2m
¯Bsmcs¯
f±(ω) (45)
This work [28] [32] [33] [36] [37] [34],[35] [44]
¯Bs → D+s e−ν¯e 2.32 2.1±0.2 1.4-1.7 1.0+0.4−0.3 1.35±0.21 2.73-3.00 2.8-3.8
¯Bs → D∗+s e−ν¯e 6.26 5.3±0.5 5.1-5.8 2.5±0.1 7.49-7.66 1.89-6.61
¯Bs → D+s τ−ν¯τ 0.67 0.62±0.05 0.47-0.55 0.33+0.14−0.11
¯Bs → D∗+s τ−ν¯τ 1.53 1.3±0.1 1.2-1.3
¯Bs → D∗+s0 µ−ν¯µ 0.39 0.44
¯Bs → D∗+s1 (2460)µ− ν¯µ 0.47 0.17-0.5
¯Bs → D∗+s1 (2536)µ− ν¯µ 0.32 0.4
¯Bs → D∗+s2 µ−ν¯µ 0.44 0.37
TABLE V. Branching fractions for the indicated decay channels, in percentage.
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ΓU ˜ΓU ΓL ˜ΓL ΓP ˜ΓS ˜ΓSL
¯Bs → D+s e−ν¯e 0 0 10.37 2.29 10−6 0 7.43 10−6 2.36 10−6
¯Bs → D∗+s0 e−ν¯e 0 0 1.75 4.82 10−7 0 1.44 10−6 4.81 10−7
¯Bs → D∗+s e−ν¯e 13.87 4.15 10−7 14.16 2.13 10−6 -7.32 5.90 10−6 2.03 10−6
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)e− ν¯e 0.32 1.6 10−8 1.75 6.41 10−7 -0.22 1.98 10−6 6.51 10−7
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)e− ν¯e 0.56 2.97 10−8 0.84 3.04 10−7 -0.44 9.40 10−7 3.08 10−7
¯Bs → cs¯(2−)e−ν¯e 3.95 10−2 3.37 10−9 1.58 10−3 3.55 10−10 -3.24 10−2 8.76 10−10 3.15 10−10
¯Bs → D∗+s2 e−ν¯e 0.67 3.76 10−8 1.30 4.35 10−7 -0.35 1.25 10−6 4.24 10−7
¯Bs → D+s µ−ν¯µ 0 0 10.11 4.72 10−2 0 0.16 5.05 10−2
¯Bs → D∗+s0 µ−ν¯µ 0 0 1.70 9.47 10−3 0 2.80 10−2 9.40 10−3
¯Bs → D∗+s µ−ν¯µ 13.80 1.74 10−2 13.91 4.68 10−2 -7.28 0.12 4.28 10−2
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)µ− ν¯µ 0.32 6.6 10−4 1.68 1.7 10−2 -0.21 3.79 10−2 1.22 10−2
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)µ− ν¯µ 0.55 1.23 10−3 0.81 5.58 10−3 -0.44 1.79 10−3 5.76 10−3
¯Bs → cs¯(2−)µ−ν¯µ 3.89 10−2 1.37 10−4 1.55 10−3 7.49 10−6 -3.20 10−2 1.46 10−5 5.82 10−6
¯Bs → D∗+s2 µ−ν¯µ 0.66 1.55 10−3 1.26 8.15 10−3 -0.35 2.20 10−2 7.69 10−3
¯Bs → D+s τ−ν¯τ 0 0 0.94 0.22 0 1.82 0.36
¯Bs → D∗+s0 τ−ν¯τ 0 0 9.28 10−2 2.51 10−2 0 8.26 10−2 2.61 10−2
¯Bs → D∗+s τ−ν¯τ 3.18 0.68 2.06 0.46 -1.39 0.49 0.26
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)τ−ν¯τ 0.03 8.22 10−3 5.19 10−2 1.50 10−2 -1.71 10−2 0.07 1.88 10−2
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)τ−ν¯τ 4.48 10−2 1.25 10−2 2.60 10−2 7.49 10−3 -3.39 10−2 3.53 10−2 8.96 10−3
¯Bs → cs¯(2−)τ−ν¯τ 6.26 10−4 2.14 10−4 4.42 10−5 1.44 10−5 -5.34 10−4 3.05 10−8 3.68 10−6
¯Bs → D∗+s2 τ−ν¯τ 4.26 10−2 1.25 10−2 3.85 10−2 1.15 10−2 -1.75 10−2 1.22 10−2 6.73 10−3
TABLE VI. Partial helicity widths in units of 10−15 GeV. These results have been calculated using the AL1 potential.
AFB
l = e l = µ l = τ
¯Bs → D+s l−ν¯l 6.86 10−7 1.47 10−2 0.36
¯Bs → D∗+s0 l−ν¯l 8.22 10−7 1.62 10−2 0.39
¯Bs → D∗+s l−ν¯l -0.20 -0.19 -3.71 10−2
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)l− ν¯l -0.19 -0.18 0.10
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)l− ν¯l -0.41 -0.40 -0.20
¯Bs → cs¯(2−)l−ν¯l -0.59 -0.59 -0.43
¯Bs → D∗+s2 l−ν¯l -0.14 -0.12 6.03 10−2
TABLE VII. Forward-Backward asymmetry parameters for the semileptonic Bs decays, obtained for the AL1 potential.
for decays into pseudoscalar states, and
hV (ω) =
√
2
√
MD∗s
M
¯Bs
V 2λ=−1(|~q|)
|~q|
hA1(ω) = i
√
2
w+ 1
1√
M
¯BsMD∗s
A1λ=−1(|~q|)
hA2(ω) = i
√
MD∗s
M
¯Bs
(
−A
0
λ=0(|~q|)
|~q| +
ED∗s (|~q|)A3λ=0(|~q|)
|~q|2 −
√
2MD∗
A1λ=−1(|~q|)
|~q|2
)
hA3(ω) = i
M2D∗s√
MD∗s M ¯Bs
(
−A
3
λ=0(|~q|)
|~q|2 +
√
2
MD∗
A1λ=−1(|~q|)
|~q|2
)
(46)
for decays into vector states [23].
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FIG. 5. Differential decay width for the ¯Bs into 0− (left panel) and 0+ (right panel) states.
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FIG. 6. Differential decay width for the semileptonic ¯Bs → D∗ process.
Conservation of vector current in the equal mass case, provides another constrain, in the form of a normalization condition:
ξ(ω = 1) = 1. (47)
The purpose of this section is test the form factors we have obtained previously against the HQS predictions. In the left panel
of Fig. 9 we plot our values for the h form factors. These values have been obtained with the wave functions of the AL1 potential.
In the right panel of Fig. 9, we also evaluate the ratios
R1(ω) =
hV (ω)
hA1(ω)
R2(ω) =
hA3(ω)+ rhA2(ω)
hA1(ω)
(48)
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FIG. 7. Differential decay widths for the semileptonic decays of ¯Bs into JP = 1+,S = 0 (left panel) and JP = 1+,S = 1 (right panel) states.
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FIG. 8. Differential decay widths for the semileptonic decays of ¯Bs into JP = 2− (left panel) and JP = 2+ (right panel) states.
where r = mcs¯/m ¯Bs . These ratios are expected to vary smoothly with ω.
In the case of the semileptonic decays of B mesons, one expects discrepancies of the order of 10− 15% from the predictions
of HQET at most. For Bs mesons, one should expect, in principle the same kind of unaccuracies than in the B case. Figure 9
shows that this is indeed the case.
At most, h− or ha2 differ from 0 at the level of the 15% approximatelly. On the other hand the ratio R1 gives an estimate of
the discrepancies from the Isgur-Wise function, being these much smaller. These negligible corrections to the heavy quark limit
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FIG. 9. h form factors for the decay of ¯Bs mesons into pseudoscalar and vector cs¯ states (left panel) and ratios R1 and R2 (right panel).
predictions in the case of h+ at ω = 1 were also found in the similar calculation carried out in Ref. [23] for the semileptonic
B→D decay, and this quite small violations might be related to the NRCQM approach. Sum rule and lattice calculation predicts
somehow larger corrections, though much smaller than those that affect to h−. This is because Luke’s theorem, that guaranties
that corrections to h+(1) are order O(1/M2Q).
IV. SEMILEPTONIC ¯Bs TO B− AND B∗− DECAYS
In principle, one could also consider those weak processes of Bs driven by the s¯ → u¯ decays at the quark level. In this case,
due to the similar value of the masses of the ¯Bs, B and B∗ mesons (m ¯Bs −mB− = 87 MeV, m ¯Bs −mB∗− = 41 MeV), the only decay
modes allowed are the semileptonic ¯Bs → B−e+νe and ¯Bs → B∗−e+νe, as the muon, for instance, lay beyond the scope of the
available phase space, so that other semileptonic or nonleptonic processes are forbidden.
Let us consider first the ¯Bs → B− transition. This process involve a pseudoscalar to pseudoscalar transition, so we take the
following form factor decomposition 〈
B−~PB−
∣∣Jsuµ (0)∣∣ ¯Bs,~P ¯Bs〉= PµF+(q2)+ qµF−(q2). (49)
The expressions of the form factors are exactly the same of those of Eq. 12.
The total decay width of this process results to be
ΓBs→B−e+νe = 1.7 10
−20 GeV (50)
For the process ¯Bs → B∗−e+νe process. Again, the form factor decomposition is the same as that of the Bs → D∗s decay,
〈
B∗λ~Pcs¯
∣∣Jsuµ (0)∣∣Bs,~PBs〉= −1mBs +mcs¯ εµναβεν∗(λ)(~Pcs¯)PαqβV (q2)
− i
{
(mBs −mcs¯)ε∗(λ)µ(~Pcs¯)A0(q2)−
P · ε∗(λ)(~Pcs¯)
mBs +mcs¯
(PµA+(q2)+ qµA−(q2))
}
, (51)
and the expression of the form factor is that of Eq. 16. Now we obtain
ΓBs→B∗e− ¯νe = 7.6 10
−22 GeV (52)
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The decay widths of these transitions are several orders of magnitude smaller than other corresponding to reactions involving
a b → c transition. One could expect this fact due to the reduced phase space available for reactions driven by a s→ u transition
at the quark level.
V. NONLEPTONIC Bs → cs¯MF TWO MESON DECAYS
In this section we evaluate decay widths for nonleptonic ¯Bs → cs¯MF two-meson decays where MF is a pseudoscalar or vector
meson. These decays correspond to a b → c transition at the quark level. These transitions are governed, neglecting penguin
operators, by the effective Hamiltonian [46, 47]
Heff =
GF√
2
(
Vcb
[
c1(µ)Qcb1 + c2(µ)Qcb2
]
+H.c.
)
, (53)
where c1,2 are scale-dependent Wilson coefficients, and Q1,2 are local four-quark operators given by
Qcb1 = ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψb(0)
[
V ∗ud ¯Ψd(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψu(0)+V ∗us ¯Ψs(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψu(0)
+V ∗cd ¯Ψd(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψc(0) +V ∗cs ¯Ψs(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψc(0)
]
Qcb2 = ¯Ψd(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψb(0)
[
V ∗ud ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψu(0)+V ∗cd ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψc(0)
]
+ ¯Ψs(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψb(0)
[
V ∗us ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψu(0)+V ∗cs ¯Ψc(0)γµ(I− γ5)Ψc(0)
]
, (54)
where Vi j are CKM matrix elements. We shall work in the factorization approximation, i. e., the hadron matrix elements of the
effective Hamiltonian are evaluated as a product of quark-current matrix elements. One of these is the matrix element of the Bs
transition to one of the final mesons, while the other corresponds to the transition to the vacuum to the other final mesons, which
is given by the corresponding meson decay constant. This is depicted in Fig. 10.
B s M 1
2M
FIG. 10. Diagrammatic representation of ¯Bs two meson decay in the factorization approximation.
When writing the factorization amplitude one has to take into account the Fierz reordered contribution so that the relevant
coefficients are not c1 and c2, but the combinations
a1(µ) = c1(µ)+
1
NC
c2(µ)
a2(µ) = c2(µ)+
1
NC
c1(µ) (55)
with NC = 3 the number of colors. The appropriate energy scale (µ) in our case is µ ≈ mb, providing the following values for
a1,2 [48]:
a1 = 1.14 a2 =−0.20. (56)
A. MF = pi,ρ,K,K∗
For final states containing one of these mesons, the decay width is given by
Γ =
G2F
16pim2Bs
|Vbc|2|VF |2
λ1/2(m2Bs ,m2cs¯,mMF )2
2mBs
a21Hαβ(PBs ,Pcs¯) ˆH αβ(PF), (57)
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Γ [10−15 GeV] Γ [10−15 GeV] Γ [10−15 GeV]
¯Bs → D+s pi− 1.84+0.04−0.03 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s pi− 1.56+0.1−0.04 a21 ¯Bs → (2−)+pi− 2.46+0.09−0.27 10−4 a21
¯Bs → D+s ρ− 4.53+0.1−0.09 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s ρ− 4.67+0.3−0.11 a21 ¯Bs → (2−)+ρ− 1.62−0.26 10−2 a21
¯Bs → D+s K− 0.14+0.01 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s K− 0.12+0.01−0.01 a21 ¯Bs → (2−)+K− 1.82+0.06−0.2 10−5 a21
¯Bs → D+s K∗− 0.250.01−0.01 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s K∗− 0.27+0.02−0.01 a21 ¯Bs → (2−)+K∗− 1.11−0.12 10−3 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s0 pi− 0.39+0.01−0.01 a21 ¯Bs → D+s1(2460)pi− 0.53−0.02 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s2 pi− 0.35−0.03 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s0 ρ− 0.94+0.04−0.04 a21 ¯Bs → D+s1(2460)ρ− 1.26−0.06 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s2 ρ− 0.95−0.07 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s0 K− 2.98+0.11−0.15 10−2 a21 ¯Bs → D+s1(2460)K− 4.09−0.1 10−2 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s2 K− 2.61−0.17 10−2 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s0 K∗− 5.19+0.18−0.24 10−2 a21 ¯Bs → D+s1(2460)K∗− 6.93−0.3 10−2 a21 ¯Bs → D∗+s2 K∗− 5.41−0.37 10−2 a21
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)pi− 0.25−0.01 a21
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)ρ− 0.66−0.03 a21
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)K− 1.94−0.08 10−2 a21
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)K∗− 3.75−0.2 10−2 a21
TABLE VIII. Total nonleptonic decay widths of Bs mesons for generic values of the Wilson parameter a1. The central values have been
calculated using the AL1 potential.
where m f is the mass of the MF meson, VF is Vud for MF = pi,ρ and Vus for MF = K,K∗. Hαβ(PBs ,Pcs¯) is the hadron tensor
accounting for the Bs → cs¯ transition, while the other, H αβ(PF) corresponds to a vacuum → MF transition. This is equal to
ˆH αβ(PF) = pαF p
β
F f 2F (58)
for a pseudoscalar MF , and
ˆH αβ(PF) = (pαF p
β
F −m2Fgαβ) f 2F (59)
for a vector MF . All the necessary meson decay constants can be found in Table II.
As we did in the case of semileptonic decays, the contraction of the two hadron tensors can be written in terms of helicity
amplitudes. For a pseudoscalar MF , this is
Hαβ ˜H αβ = Htt (m2F)m2F f 2F , (60)
and for a vector MF ,
Hαβ ˜H αβ = m2F f 2F
(
H+1+1(m
2
F)+H−1−1(m
2
F)+H00(m
2
F)
) (61)
In Table VIII we show the values for the decay widths we obtain for the nonleptonic decay widths of the different channels
considered in units of 10−15GeV. In Table IX we express our results as branching fractions and compare with other calculations.
As shown there, our results agree with those from Refs. [28] and [36] in which relativistic CQM and QCD sum rules techniques
were used, respectively. Our results for decays with a vector D∗s in the final state also agree finely with those from [32], although
our values for final states with a pseudoscalar Ds meson in the final state are about a factor 2 larger than those from [32], who
also works in the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark models. The values calculated in this work are larger by a factor
2 or more than the results from Refs. [33], [49] and [50], in which a light cone sum rules, QCD sum rules and covariant light
front quark model approaches have been used. Finally we compare our results with the experimental measurements enclosed in
Ref. [39].
B. MF = D,Ds,D∗,D∗s
In the same way, we can calculate the nonleptonic decay width of the processes ¯Bs → DsD, ¯Bs → DsD∗, ¯Bs → D∗s Ds, ¯Bs →
D∗s D∗s , ¯Bs →DsD∗s , and ¯Bs →D∗s D∗s decays. As in the previous case, there is only one contribution proportional to the coefficient
a1, with momentum transfer ranges between m2D and m2D∗ . These momentum transfers are neither too high (so there is no need
to involve a B∗s resonance) nor too low (with a high trimomentum transfer). For MF = D,D∗,DS,D∗s , the relevant contractions
for the hadron tensors can be obtained from Eqs. 60 and 61, performing straigthforward substitutions. As in the previous case,
the decay constants relevant for these calculations can be found in Table II.
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This work [28] [36] [32] [33] [49] [50] Experiment [39]
¯Bs → D+s pi− 0.53 0.35 0.5 0.27+0.07−0.03 0.17+0.07−0.06 0.142±0.57 0.196+0.123−0.097 0.32±0.4
¯Bs → D+s ρ− 1.26 0.94 1.3 0.64+0.17−0.11 0.42+1.7−1.4 0.47+2.9−2.3 0.74±0.17
¯Bs → D+s K− 0.04 0.028 0.04 0.021+0.002−0.002 0.013+0.005−0.004 0.0103±0.0051 0.017+0.0087−0.0066
¯Bs → D+s K∗− 0.08 0.047 0.06 0.038+0.005−0.005 0.028+0.01−0.08 0.005±0.0022
¯Bs → D∗+s0 pi− 0.10 0.09 0.052+0.25−0.021
¯Bs → D∗+s0 ρ− 0.27 0.22 0.013+0.06−0.05
¯Bs → D∗+s0 K− 0.009 0.007 0.004+0.002−0.002
¯Bs → D∗+s0 K∗− 0.16 0.012 0.008+0.004−0.003
¯Bs → D∗+s pi− 0.45 0.27 0.2 0.31+0.03−0.02 0.211±0.073 0.189+0.120−0.093 0.21±0.06
¯Bs → D∗+s ρ− 1.35 0.87 1.3 0.9+1.5−1.5 0.523+0.334−0.256 1.03±2.6
¯Bs → D∗+s K− 0.04 0.021 0.02 0.024+0.002−0.002
¯Bs → D∗+s K∗− 0.08 0.048 0.06 0.056+0.006−0.007
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)pi− 0.15 0.19
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)ρ− 0.36 0.49
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)K− 0.012 0.014
¯Bs → D+s1(2460)K∗− 0.020 0.026
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)pi− 0.07 0.029
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)ρ− 0.19 0.083
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)K− 0.0054 0.0021
¯Bs → D+s1(2536)K∗− 0.01 0.0044
¯Bs → (2−)+pi− 7.1 10−5
¯Bs → (2−)+ρ− 0.0047
¯Bs → (2−)+K− 5.2 10−6
¯Bs → (2−)+K∗− 2.2 10−8
¯Bs → D∗+s2 pi− 0.1 0.16
¯Bs → D∗+s2 ρ− 0.27 0.42
¯Bs → D∗+s2 K− 0.008 0.012
¯Bs → D∗+s2 K∗− 0.016 0.022
TABLE IX. Branching ratios for the decays above.
Γ [10−15 GeV]
¯Bs → D+s D−s 7.35+0.04−0.14 a21
¯Bs → D+s D∗−s 6.89+0.02−0.13 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s D−s 4.23−0.38 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s D∗−s 18.79−1.6 a21
¯Bs → D+s D− 0.25−0.01 a21
¯Bs → D+s D∗− 0.19−0.01 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s D− 0.15+0.01−0.01 a21
¯Bs → D∗+s D∗− 0.46+0.02−0.01 a21
TABLE X. Nonleptonic decay widths for the indicated processes indicated, using the factorization approximation. We give our results for
generic values of the parameter a1.
Results are enclosed in Table X. In Table XI, we present our values as branching fractions, and compare with other results,
in the case of decays with two D(∗)s mesons in the final state. We have found a fair agreement with the branching fractions
calculated in [28] and [36], and larger differences with the values given in [32], [33] and [51]. Most of the values calculated
here and those found in the literature differ from the experimental results by a factor around 2. Appart from the inaccuracies of
the factorization approximation, the results are sensitive, not only two the Wilson parameter a1, also on the value that have been
used for the mesons decay constant and on the overlap among the wave functions used to calculate the matrix elements.
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This work [28] [36] [32] [33] [51] Experiment [39]
¯Bs → D+s D−s 2.1 1.1 1.0 0.83+0.1−0.1 1.65 0.217±0.082 0.53±0.09
¯Bs → D+s D∗−s 2.0 1.0 0.8 0.84+0.12−0.12 0.262±0.93
¯Bs → D∗+s D−s 1.24 0.61 0.4 0.7+1.6−0.15 0.254±0.57
¯Bs → D+s D∗−s +D∗+s D−s 3.24 1.61 1.2 1.54+0.2−0.19 2.4 5.16±0.11 1.24±0.21
¯Bs → D∗+s D∗−s 5.45 2.5 1.6 2.4+0.4−0.4 3.18 2.77±0.76 1.88±0.34
¯Bs → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s 10.8 5.21 3.8 4.77+0.46−0.46 7.23 3.5±0.78 4.5±1.4
¯Bs → D+s D− 0.08
¯Bs → D+s D∗− 0.05
¯Bs → D∗+s D− 0.04
¯Bs → D∗+s D∗− 0.13
TABLE XI. Branching ratios in % for the decays indicated above. We also compare with other calculations.
Γ [10−15 GeV] BR in % Experiment [39]
¯Bs → φJ/Ψ 11.80+1.9−0.8 a22 0.11 (0.109+0.28−0.23)
¯Bs → K0J/Ψ 8.1+0.5−1.3 10−2 a22 7.25 10−4 (3.6±0.8) 10−3
¯Bs → K∗0J/Ψ 0.51−0.3 a22 4.6 10−3 (9±4) 10−3
TABLE XII. Branching ratios in % for the reactions indicated above. We give our results for generic values of a2.
VI. OTHER NONLEPTONIC DECAYS
The calculation of decay channels
¯Bs → φJ/Ψ
¯Bs → K0J/Ψ
¯Bs → K∗0J/Ψ
(62)
in the factorization approximation can be easily performed. Their decay width are summarized in Table XII.
In Table XII we also give the branching fractions of these channels in %, for generic values of the Wilson parameter a2, and
compare with the experimental measurements. Our result for the branching ratio corresponding to the decay into K0J/Ψ states
reproduces roughly the order of magnitude of the corresponding experimental value (≈ 10−3). In contrast, our results for the
branching fractions for the ¯Bs → φJ/Ψ and ¯Bs → K∗0J/Ψ decays agree with the experimental data of Ref. [39].
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the semileptonic decays of the ¯Bs meson into cs¯ states with JP = 0−,0+,1−,1+,2− and 2+. We
have worked in the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark models. We compare with the experimental results enclosed in
Ref. [39] when possible. We have also computed several nonleptonic decay modes of ¯Bs mesons. We work in the factorization
approximation, as the momenta involved does not involve resonances or high trimomentum transfer. We give results for general
values of the Wilson coefficients. We give an estimate of our theoretical uncertainties by considering different sets of wave
functions derived from the quark–antiquark potentials of Ref. [42]. The results that we obtain for the semileptonic decay width
are in general in good agreement with previous calculations and with the available experimental measurements. In the case
of the nonleptonic decay channels that we have studied, we have found reasonable agreement with previous calculations. The
nonleptonic decays of ¯Bs mesons into φJ/Ψ, K0J/Ψ and K∗0(892)J/Ψ have been considered in this work, finding a good
agreement with the experimental results.
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Appendix A: Expressions for the matrix elements
• Case Jpi = 0−
V 0(|~q |) =
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (0−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
1+ (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1

V 3(|~q |) =
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (0−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1

m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f1
+
−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f ′1

(A1)
• Case Jpi = 0+
A0(|~q |) =
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (0+))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
~p · (
m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f1
+
~p · (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1

A3(|~q |) =
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (0+))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{
pz
(
1−
(−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1
)
+
1
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
[
(−
m f ′1
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |− pz) ~p ·
(
m f2
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |~k−~p
)
+(
m f2
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |− pz) ~p ·
(
−
m f ′1
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |~k−~p
)]}
(A2)
• Case Jpi = 1−
V (1
−)1
λ=−1 (|~q |) =
−i√
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (1−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
−
m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f1
+
−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f ′1

(A3)
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A(1
−)0
λ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (1−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1

m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f1
+
−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f ′1

A(1
−)1
λ=−1(|~q |) =
i√
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (1−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
1+ 2p2x − (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1

A(1
−)3
λ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi
(
ˆφ(MF (1−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
(
1+
2(−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz ) · ( m f2m f ′1+m f2
|~q |− pz )
Ê f ′1 Ê f1
−
(−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1
)
(A4)
• Case Jpi = 1+
V (1
+,Sqq¯=0)0
λ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
3
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=0))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
pz
1+ (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1

V (1
+,Sqq¯=1)0
λ=0 (|~q |) =−i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=1))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
|~q |(p2z −~p2)
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
V (1
+,Sqq¯=0)1
λ=−1 (|~q |) =−i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=0))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
p2x
(
1
Ê f1
+
1
Ê f ′1
)
V (1
+,Sqq¯=1)1
λ=−1 (|~q |) = i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=1))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
 p2y + p2z + pz|~q |
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f ′1
−
p2y + p2z − pz|~q |
m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f1

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V (1
+,Sqq¯=0)3
λ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
3
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=0))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
pz
( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f1
+
−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |− pz
Ê f ′1
)
V (1
+,Sqq¯=1)3
λ=0 (|~q |) =−i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=1))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
(p2x + p
2
y)
(
1
Ê f1
− 1
Ê f ′1
)
A(1
+,Sqq¯=0)1
λ=−1 (|~q |) =−i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=0))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
p2y|~q |
Ê f1 Ê f ′1
A(1
+,Sqq¯=1)1
λ=−1 (|~q |) = i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (1+,Sqq¯=1))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{
pz
(
1−
(−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f1
)
+
m f2 −m f ′1
m f ′1 +m f2
p2x |~q |
Ê f ′1Ê f 1
}
(A5)
• Case Jpi = 2−
V (2
−)0
Tλ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
15
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |2
(
ˆφ(MF (2−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
pz
(
p2x + p2y
) |~q |
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
V (2
−)1
T λ=+1(|~q |) = i
√
5
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |2
(
ˆφ(MF (2−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{(
p2z − p2x
) −pz−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |
Ê f ′1
−
−pz + m f2m f ′1+m f2
|~q |
Ê f1

−pz p2y
(
1
Ê f ′1
− 1
Ê f1
)}
V (2
−)3
Tλ=0 (|~q |) = i
√
15
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |2
(
ˆφ(MF (2−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
pz
(
p2x + p
2
y
)( 1
Ê f ′1
− 1
Ê f1
)
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A(2
−)1
Tλ=+1(|~q |) = i
√
5
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |2
(
ˆφ(MF (2−))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{(
p2z − p2y
)1− (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1

−pz p2x |~q |
m f ′1 −m f2
m f ′1 +m f2
1
Ê f ′1Ê f1
}
(A6)
• Case Jpi = 2+
V (D
∗
s2)1
Tλ=+1(|~q |) = i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (D∗s2))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
 p2y − p2z − pz|~q |
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f ′1
−
p2y − p2z + pz|~q |
m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f1

A(D
∗
s2)0
T λ=0 (|~q |) =
−i√
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (D∗s2))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
 p2x + p2y − 2p2z − 2pz|~q |
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f ′1
+
p2x + p2y − 2p2z + 2pz|~q |
m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f1

A(D
∗
s2)1
T λ=+1(|~q |) = i
√
3
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (D∗s2))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI (0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{
pz
1− (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1Ê f 1

+
4pz p2x − p2x|~q |
m f2−m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
}
A(D
∗
s2)3
T λ=0 (|~q |) =−i
√
2
√
2mI2EF(−~q)
∫
d3 p 1
4pi|~p |
(
ˆφ(MF (D∗s2))f ′1, f2 (|~p |)
)∗
ˆφ(MI(0−))f1, f2
(∣∣∣∣~p− m f2m f ′1 +m f2 |~q |~k
∣∣∣∣
)
√√√√ Ê f ′1 Ê f 1
4E f ′1E f1
{
pz
1− (−
m f ′1
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p) · ( m f2
m f ′1
+m f2
|~q |~k−~p)
Ê f ′1 Ê f 1

+
1
Ê f ′1Ê f 1
[
2pz(−
m f ′1
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |− pz) · ( m f2
m f ′1 +m f2
|~q |− pz)
+
(
p2x + p
2
y
)(− pz + m f2 −m f ′12(m f ′1 +m f2) |~q |
)] }
(A7)
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